fascias
soffits
soffit lights
bargeboards
ventilation
rainwater
cladding
tudor board

Featuring a
large collection of
‘natural wood effect’
rooflines.
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Welcome to Homeline
Homeline, one of the largest manufacturers of
maintenance-free building products in the UK, is
pleased to offer the most complete range of rooflines
and cladding available for home-owners. Each product in
the Homeline range has been specially designed to work
together in harmony, to provide stunning looks and superior
performance.
This brochure shows the roofline & cladding options available, from
colours of fascias, to different types of gutters. It’s impossible to cover
every aspect of roofline, but having read the following pages, we are sure
you will feel confident of making an informed decision.

Why Choose Homeline
Supplying thousands of installations each week, Homeline has come to
learn a thing or two about maintenance-free home improvement products.
We have found that providing the right products for the right job is essential
in ensuring a quality job. We don’t manufacture cheaper inferior products that will
provide you problems further down the line.

Your installer will guide you through the options available in this brochure,
to help you select products that are designed to enhance your home.
Let Homeline transform your home……..

This is why Homeline has put together a complete package of roofline solutions from
fascias and fixings, to soffits and sealants. Each product has been meticulously selected and
rigorously tested, to ensure that together they provide the best system on the market.
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Fifteen Year Guarantee
All White Profiles

Ten Year Guarantee
All Foiled Profiles

Ten Year Guarantee
Rainwater Profiles

All Homeline products are fully accredited, and carry watertight guarantees (please see page 15) to
give you complete confidence that Homeline is right for you. To register your guarantee and to receive
a personalised copy via email, please visit homeline.
uk.com/guarantee.

For online guarantee instructions please see page 15
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Installers have been fitting Homeline products
successfully for many years now. They have
grown accustomed to the quality of our product
and the ease of installation.
Be sure to check for the Homeline logo on all
our products, not only to ensure you get the best
product, but to ensure all your guarantees stay
valid.
Put simply, if Homeline doesn’t do it, almost
certainly you don’t need it.

Find out more @ homeline.uk.com
Homeline is a registered trademark
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Protect Your Home

The Choice Is
Yours.

Maintaining your existing woodwork
is not only time consuming, it costs
money too. Gone are the days where
ladders can be used to paint your
rooflines due to health and
safety requirements, expensive
scaffolding must now be used.

Renewing your old roofline or
cladding with maintenance free
PVC-U gives your property a
deserved face lift and rejuvenates
its overall look. To help you
achieve this, Homeline stocks the
largest range of colours and styles
of any major manufacturer in the
UK. Please see page 8 onwards
for more details.

Rotting roofline can really
let your property down
aesthetically. It can also
cause structural damage
leading to woodworm
and could encourage
vermin.
So isn’t it time you
considered
replacing
your old rotting roofline
with quality, weatherresistant, long-lasting
PVC-U from Homeline
that
needs
neither
painting nor repairing,
no matter what the
weather?
The good thing about the
range of roofline products
from Homeline is that once
the work is done, you never
have to give it a second thought.
Our fascias, soffits, bargeboards,
cladding, tudor board, gutters or
downpipes do not warp, crack, flake
or peel. Guaranteed! All our white and
foiled products are guaranteed
against discolouration providing you with
total peace of mind.

Don’t Paper
Over Cracks
Too often we have seen customers having
capping boards fitted over existing timber fascias
rather than having the old timber removed and
completely replaced.
This may seem the more cost effective option when presented
to you in the short term, but over the long run is it really
such a good idea? The rotten wood hasn’t gone anywhere,
it is still there sealed in, deteriorating even more by the
year. Eventually the nails will come loose due to rotted and
infested wood, leaving your fascias exposed and unsecured,
not to mention an invalidated guarantee
Homeline recommend a complete removal of exiting timber
to truly realise the benefits of PVC-U roofline.

Make A Statement
Roofline, tudor board and cladding products
from Homeline not only demonstrate that you
genuinely care about the look of your property,
they also add value to your home, and create the
ultimate kerb appeal for your property.
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Roofline Options

Choosing Your
Roofline
Dry
Verge

Homeline is pleased to offer a
comprehensive range of rooflines
that are suitable for a multitude
of properties. No matter what
your
budget,
Homeline
installers will have a package
to suit.

BBA & BSI Approved System

Unbeatable
Choice

Gutter

Online Guarantee
Largest Choice of Colours

Our fascias boards are
available in 3 different
styles (Square, Bullnose
& Ogee) as well as a
huge range of different
colours and finishes.

Fascia

Soffit

A Complete Roofline System
Environmentally Friendly

As well as the standard
White, Black, Light Oak,
Rosewood,
Mahogany,
Red, Green and Blue
we are also pleased to
offer Irish Oak, Cream and
Grey which are becoming
increasingly popular choices.

Never Discolours
Fitters Favourite
Heat Shield Technology on all

Dry Verge is available in Grey,
Brown and Terracotta.

Foiled Products

All foiled products are protected by
Heat Shield Technology, for more info
please see page 11.

Lead & Tin Free

Rainwater
To compliment our extensive range of fascias,
Homeline offer 4 different styles of rainwater
products (Square, Half Round, Ogee and Hi Cap
– for those with larger roof areas) in 4 different
colours (White, Black, Brown & Caramel). For
those looking for that extra touch of class, why
not ask your installer about ‘Cast Iron effect’
Rainwater products as shown here.
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Colour Options
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Colour Options

White Square Fascia
Black Square Rainwater

White Bullnose Fascia
White Square Rainwater

Irish Oak Fascia
Black Square Rainwater

Black Fascia
Black Ogee Rainwater

White Ogee Fascia
White Ogee Rainwater

Rosewood Fascia
Brown Ogee Rainwater

Cream Fascia
Brown Ogee Rainwater

Dark Grey Fascia
Black Square Rainwater

Light Oak Fascia
Caramel Ogee Rainwater

Mahogany Fascia
Black Square Rainwater

Red Fascia
Black Ogee Rainwater

Green Fascia
Black Ogee Rainwater

homeline.uk.com
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Colour Options

Heat Shield
Technology
All Homeline woodgrain foils
are manufactured using the
latest Heat Shield Technology.
This ground-breaking technology
prevents the darker coloured
fascias from absorbing excessive
heat, which could affect the
performance of the product such
as warping or bending. Homeline
is the only manufacturer in the
industry to use this technology.

Blue Fascia
Black Square Rainwater

White Woodgrain Fascia
Black `Cast Iron Effect’ Rainwater

Soffit Lights,
An Extra
Special Touch

Close-up of White Woodgrain as shown left.

Homeline soffit lights are a great way to illuminate the
outside of your home discreetly, yet stylishly, providing
that little touch of class. The power of the soffit light is
designed illuminate a small amount of brick work, as well as
the soffit board.

Protect your Roofline from
Snow & Ice Damage
Snow and Ice are the number one cause of damage to gutters and
drainpipes for homeowners across the country. When the snow falls
and turns to ice, it creates stresses and strains on the gutters, gutter
brackets and fascia boards.
Make sure your rooflines withstand all weather conditions by simply
asking for Homeline by name. Our roofline system is independently
tested for everything the British weather can throw at it.
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Choosing Your
Cladding
PVC-U cladding, often regarded as
one of the most efficient ways to
completely transform, renovate
and modernise properties, is
available in 2 different styles
(Shiplap & Open V). Colour
options include White,
Black, Rosewood, Light
Oak and Mahogany and
are all covered by the
Homeline guarantee,
please
see
page
15. Homeline also
provide a woodgrain
embossed
double
edge cladding.

Choosing Your
Tudor Board

Before

PVC-U Tudor Board, originally designed and developed
by Homeline, is providing many traditional Victorian style
properties the ideal solution for the replacement of old
rotten timbers common with this style of home. Available in
4 colours, Black, Rosewood, Mahogany and Light Oak, this
stunning product will provide style in abundance backed up
with all the maintenance free attributes of PVC-U you would
expect

Homeline’s cladding
systems
can
be
fixed horizontally or
diagonally depending
on what’s right for your
property. Your installer
will happily discuss the
options with you.

After

Whether you’re looking to
clad a dormer bungalow,
the apex of a roof or simply
neaten
up
an
eyesore,
Homeline Cladding is the
thermally efficient, maintenance
free, stable and reliable alternative
to timber.
Embossed Cladding, as shown to the left,
is also available upon request in White,
Cream, Sand and Grey.

Open V
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The Environmental
Benefits Of Choosing
Homeline
• 100 % recyclable.
• Can be recycled up to 10 times.
• More thermally efficient than timber.
• Weather resistant.

Homeline & The
Environment
Homeline takes its impact on the
environment very seriously. We are
committed to providing a quality
product and service in a manner
that ensures a safe and healthy
workplace, which minimises
our potential impact on the
environment.

• Working life of 40 years +.
• Does not need painting (no chemicals from paint).
• No repainting or regular repairs to timber.
• Low maintenance saves money.
• Does not produce harmful CFCs.
It will be decades before you have to consider replacing our Homeline roofline
products, that’s got to be good news for the environment.

PVC-U,
The Clear
Winner

Watertight Guarantee
At Homeline we take great pride in the products we manufacture and supply throughout the UK. As
one of the largest manufacturers in the industry, we place great emphasis on ensuring our guarantees
are comprehensive and robust.
To demonstrate our commitment to you, we are pleased to offer the following guarantees.

White - 15 Year
Homeline guarantees that
White PVC-U profiles will
retain their decorative &
mechanical
function
for
fifteen years from date of
manufacture, under natural
weathering
conditions,
provided they are installed
and maintained in accordance
with our fitting guidelines.

Foiled - 10 Year
Homeline guarantees that
Foiled PVC-U profiles will
retain
their
decorative
&
mechanical
function
for 10 years from date of
manufacture, under natural
weathering
conditions,
provided they are installed
and maintained in accordance
with our fitting guidelines.

Rainwater - 10 Year
Homeline guarantees White/
Black & Brown rainwater
products
for
10
years,
under natural weathering
conditions, from date of
manufacture, provided they
are installed and maintained
in accordance with Homeline
installation guidelines.

PVC-U is ideal for roofline
and cladding refurbishment
due to its combination
of aesthetics, lightness,
strength, formability and
longevity; it is also 100%
recyclable and may be
recycled up to 10 times.

PVC-U is one of the most popular
choices in the UK today with
85% of buildings benefiting from
this cost effective, highly durable,
environmentally
friendly,
safe,
secure and robust product. It is now
widely recognised that the maintenance
burden and the technical performance of
timber, especially for roofline, is no longer
acceptable when compared with PVC-U.

Register Your Installation Online!
Homeline is pleased to offer an Online Guarantee Registration for all customers
choosing Homeline.
Once your installation is complete, the installer will pass you a Homeline Postcard
which shows a ‘unique reference number’ together with your ‘postcode’. Simply take
these details and log on to www.homeline.uk.com/guarantee. Then just follow the
easy to use 5 step process to obtain your personalised guarantee from Homeline. It’s
that easy!

Homeline Accreditations
All Homeline roofline products are designed and manufactured to the highest British
Standards. Here are the accreditations that have been awarded.
• BBA
• Manufactured under ISO 9001 Quality Standard Systems
& IS0 14001 Environmental Standard Systems
• BSI certification Kitemarked
• BS 7619 Specification Kitemarked
• Fire BS 476 Part 7
Homeline, Tried, Tested, Trusted!
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Homeline Building Products Ltd
Partnership Way
Shadsworth Business Park
Blackburn
BB1 2QP
T: 01254 682 888
F: 01254 688 000
W: www.homeline.uk.com
E: sales@homeline.uk.com
Due to limitations in the printing process,
all photographs, colours, styles and images
are to be considered as representative
of the actual product. Homeline reserve
the right to change colours, patterns or
designs without prior notice.
Homeline is a registered trade mark ®
2377290.
GHBP-HO-04-06/13.

